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*Please note that references are not regarded as an exhaustive or “definitive” list but intended to entice people to engage further with diversity issues from a variety perspectives and standpoints. We welcome suggestions for further additions to this list!*

Cultural Sport Psychology

Books/Edited Volumes (containing articles on marginalized identities, reflective applied sport psychology practice, innovative theoretical perspectives and research methodologies)


Special Refereed Journal Issues (containing articles on marginalized identities, reflective applied sport psychology practice, innovative theoretical perspectives and research methodologies)


Specific Examples of Alternative Theories to Expand Disciplinary Boundaries & Explore Marginalized Identities - Refereed Journal Articles


Professional/Applied Practice and/or Reflective/Reflexive Practice

Refereed Journal Articles


**Book/Book Chapters**


Race and Ethnicity

Refereed Journal Articles


Book/Book Chapters


**Gender and Sexual Orientation**

*Scholarly Articles*


Book/Book Chapters


(Dis)Ability

Refereed Journal Articles


**Books/Book Chapters**


**Scholarly Articles:**


**Age and Older Adults**

*Refereed Journal Articles*


**Books/Book Chapters**


